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Abstract

Indexing video data is essential for providing content based
access. This paper develops a data model and a rule-based
query language for video content based indexing and
retrieval. The data model is based on the notion of gener-
alized strata, which can be seen as a set of intervals. Each
interval can be analyzed to extract symbolic descriptions of
interest that can be put into a database. This database can
then be searched to find information of interest. Two types
of information are considered: (1) the entities (objects)
in the domain of a video sequence, (2) video frames,
called generalized strata, which contain these entities. To
represent these information, our data model allows facts as
well as objects and constraints. We present a declarative,
rule-based, constraint query language that can be used to
infer relationships about information represented in the
model. In the video applications we are interested in, we
wish to construct new generalized strata from old ones.
To do this, our language has an interpreted function term
(i.e., constructive term) to concatenate generalized strata.
The language has a clear declarative and operational
semantics.

Keywords: Content-Based Access of Video, Rule-Based
Query Languages, Object-Oriented Modeling, Constraint
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1 Introduction

As a consequence of increased capabilities of computer
software1 and hardware, it is nowadays possible to store
common human media, such as pictures, sounds, and more
recently video streams. Nevertheless, storing is the primary
but not the only service we are to expect from a computer.
Its role should also concerncontent indexingandretrieval.
Two main approaches are used:

1. Fully automated content indexing approach. Some
fully automated research systems have been devel-
oped, among others,VIOLONE[22] andJACOB[13].
However, because of the weakness of content analysis
algorithms, they focus on a very specific exploitation.

2. Computer aided content indexing approach (i.e., in-
dices are provided by users ( supported by some tools)
by analyzing video content). Systems based on this
approach are, among others,OVID [17], AVIS[1], and
VideoStar[10].

A database supportfor video information will helpsharing
information among applications and make it available
for analysis. Therefore, new technologies and techniques
are required for organizing, storing, manipulating and
retrieving by content video data. Although various tools for
video exploitation are available, their use often amounts to
displaying video in sequence, and most modeling methods
have been developed for specific needs. In many cases,
query languages concentrate on extraction capabilities.
Queries over video data are described only by means of a

1The combination of powerful compression techniques, such as
MPEG-I [6] [7] and much recentlyMPEG-II, with mass-storage devices,
made computers able to support video data.



set of pre-defined, ad hoc operators, often incorporated to
SQL, and are not investigated in theoretical framework.

From database point of view, video data presents an
interesting challenge in the development of data models
and query languages. For example, the data model should
be expressive enough to capture several characteristics
inherent to video data, such as movements, shapes, varia-
tions, etc. The query language should allow some kind of
reasoning, to allow, for example, virtual editing [14].

Despite the consensus of the central role video databases
will play in the future, there is little research work on
finding semantic foundations for representing and query-
ing video information. This paper is a contribution in
this direction. The framework presented here integrates
formalisms developed in video, constraint object and se-
quence databases. The paper builds on the works of
[1, 15, 10, 17, 20, 5, 16, 8] to propose a data model for
video databases and a declarative, rule-based, constraint
query language, that has a clear declarative and operational
semantics. We make the following contributions:

1. We develop a simple and useful video data model on
the basis of relation, object and constraint paradigms.
We do not offer a fixed set of attributes, but users can
freely describe and retrieve video scenes according to
their viewpoints.

2. We propose a declarative, rule-based, constraint query
language that can be used to infer relationships from
information represented in the model, and to intention-
ally specify relationships among objects. It allows a
high level specification of video data manipulations.

The model and the query language use the point-based
approach to represent periods of time associated with
generalized strata. First-order queries can then be con-
veniently asked in a much more declarative and natural
way [21]. To our knowledge, this is the first proposal of
a formal rule-based query language for querying video data.

Paper outline: This paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we informally introduce the indexing of video se-
quences through a pragmatic approach. Section 3 presents
some useful definitions. Section 4 formally introduces the
video data model. Section 5 describes the underlying query
language. Section 6 draws conclusions.

2 Video Data Model: An Overview

In this section, we informally introduce our video index-
ing model.

Video indexing means that some kind of information is
retrieved from a video document and stored in a database
in order to be queried later. The model proposed here is
designed in such a way that it allows to represent heteroge-
neous information describing video content.

An important problem that must be considered in video
indexing is thetemporalnature of the information. To deal
with this problem, two approaches have been developed:
segmentationandstratification. The segmentation (figure
1) consists in partitioning the video document time-line into
interesting segments and annotating each segment accord-
ing to what is occurring in the corresponding time-frame.
This approach has been criticized mainly because it is not
possible to extract a single information and precisely define
its time boundaries. This fact leads Aguierre-Smith [2] to
define thestratification(figure 2) approach. This approach
allows to annotate interesting information by assigning it to
a strata. A strata is a combination of a time interval and an
annotation.

Annotation Annotation

AnnotationAnnotation

Figure 1. Segmentation

Annotation

Annotation

Annotation

Annotation

Annotation

Figure 2. Stratification

Our proposal extends the stratification approach by
assigning several (disjunction of) time intervals to an
annotation. Basically, the model we propose makes use of
two entities: (1) object of interest, which denotes informa-
tion extracted from the video document. (2) generalized
strata which is used to capture the temporal aspect of
video data. Ageneralized stratais a set of time inter-
vals which serves as temporal support forobjects of interest.

2.1 Example

To illustrate the underlying paradigms of our model, we
will use a French TV news broadcast from channelFrance 2
of July, 13, 1996. In this document, we focus on a sequence
dealing with a stay of Nelson Mandela in France. This se-
quence comprises three main parts: after being introduced
by broadcast speaker, the sequence starts with a meeting
between Presidents Chirac and Mandela at the Rambouil-



let’s Castle, in France. Then, a brief recall of Mandela’s
life from his trial to his election as South Africa’s President
is shown. In conclusion, the sequence ends with an extract
in the Rambouillet’s castle dealing with difficulties occur-
ring in South Africa after apartheid’s end. This report is
presented in a segmentation-style in figure 3.

Nelson Mandela and
Jacques Chirac

Nelson Mandela meets
François Mitterand
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Speaker’s Introduction

Rambouillet Castle

Mandela’s life recall

Speaker’s Introduction

Mandela’s Trial

Mandela in jail

Mandela freed

Mandela elected President

Mandela and Jacques Chirac walking

Figure 3. Report overview

To index this report, we consider three main entities:
Nelson Mandela, Jacques Chirac and the TV speaker.

o

1

= (id

1

; [name : "Nelson Mandela"; status :

"South Africa President"])

o

2

= (id

2

; [name : "Jacques Chirac"; status :

"French President"; wearing : "Suit")

o

3

= (id

3

; [name : "Bruno Masure"; status :

"TV Speaker"; works at : "France 2"; wearing :

"Shirt"])

Now, let us see how these objects of interest are related to
generalized strata. Consider three generalized strata (figure
4):

TV Speaker

Nelson Mandela

Jacques Chirac

1

2

3

Figure 4. Generalized strata

i

1

= (id

6

; [timeframe : (t > 2:53 ^ t < 3:11)])

i

2

= (id

7

; [timeframe : (t > 3:11 ^ t < 3:23) _ (t >

3:51 ^ t < 4:24)])

i

3

= (id

8

; [timeframe : (t > 3:11 ^ t < 3:23) _ (t >

4:12 ^ t < 4:24)])

wheret is a temporal variable.

To link objects of interest to generalized strata, we sim-
ply extend the description of generalized strata.

i

1

= (id

6

; [entities : o

3

; timeframe : (t > 2:54 ^ t <

3:10)])

i

2

= (id

7

; [entities : o

1

; timeframe : (t > 3:11 ^ t <

3:34) _ (t > 3:51 ^ t < 4:24)])

i

3

= (id

8

; [entities : o

2

; timeframe : (t > 3:11 ^ t <

3:34) _ (t > 4:12 ^ t < 4:24)])

Besides attributes, we allow relations to be defined
among entities.

3 Basic Definitions

This section provides the preliminary concepts that will
be used to design the video data model and the underlying
rule-based, constraint query language.

Definition 1 (Dense Linear Order Inequality Con-
straints) Dense order inequality constraints are all formu-
las of the formx�y and x�c, wherex, y are variables,c
is a constant, and� is one of=; <;� (or their negation
6=;�; >). We assume that these constants are interpreted
over a countably infinite setD with a binary relation which
is a dense order. Constants,=, � and< are interpreted
respectively as elements, equality, the dense order, and the
irreflexive dense order ofD.

Complex constraints are built from primitive (atomic)
constraints by using logical connectives. We use the special
symbol,), to denote the entailment between constraints,
that is, if c

1

andc
2

are two constraints, we writec
1

) c

2

for c
1

entailsc
2

. c

1

) c

2

is satisfiableif and only if the
constraintc

1

^ :c

2

is unsatisfiable.

Techniques for checking satisfiability and entailment for
order constraints over various domains have been studied.
Regarding expressive power and complexity of linear con-
straint query languages, see [9].

Definition 2 (Set-Order Constraints) LetD be a domain.
A set-order constraint is one of the following types:

c 2

e

X;

e

X � s; s �

e

X;

e

X �

e

Y

wherec is a constant of typeD, s is a set of constants of type
D, and eX, eY denote set variables that range over finite sets
of elements of typeD.



Our set-order constraints are a restricted form of set con-
straints [4], involving2,�, and�, but no set functions such
as[ and\.

Satisfaction and entailment of conjunctions of set-order
constraints can be solved in polynomial-time using a quan-
tifier elimination algorithm given in [20].

Definition 3 (Interval) An intervalI is considered as an
ordered pair of real numbers(x

1

; x

2

), x
1

� x

2

. This defi-
nition refers to the predicate� of the concrete domainIR. If
t is a time variable, then an interval(x

1

; x

2

) can be repre-
sented by the conjunction of the two primitive dense linear
order inequality constraintsx

1

� t andt � x

2

.

Definition 4 (Generalized strata) A generalized strata is
a set of pairwise non overlapping intervals. Formally, a
generalized strata can be represented as a disjunction of
intervals.

4 Rule-Based, Constraint Query Language

In this section, we present the declarative, rule-based
query language that can be used to reason with facts and
objects in our video data model. The language consists of
two constraint languages2 on top of which relations can be
defined by means of definite clauses.

This language has a model-theoretic and fix-point se-
mantics based on the notion ofextended active domainof
a database. The extended domain contains all generalized
strata objects and their concatenations. The language has
an interpreted function symbol for building new generalized
strata (fragments of sequences) from others (by concatenat-
ing them) using the operator
.

The extended active domain is not fixed during query
evaluation. Instead, whenever a new generalized strata ob-
ject is created (by the concatenation operator,
), the new
object and the ones resulting from its concatenation with
already existing ones are added to the extended active do-
main.

4.1 Syntax

To manipulate generalized strata, our language has an
interpreted function symbol for constructing3 complex
term. Intuitively, if I

1

andI
2

are generalized strata, then
I

1


 I

2

denotes the concatenation ofI

1

andI
2

.

The language of terms uses three countable, disjoint sets:

1. A setD of constant symbols. This set is the union of
three disjoint sets:

2For a formal definition of a constraint language, see [11].
3for concatenating generalized strata.

– D

1

: a set of atomic values,

– D

2

: a set of entities, also called object entities,

– D

3

: a set of generalized strata objects.

2. A setV of variables called object and value variables,
and denoted byX;Y; : : : ;

3. A set~V of variables called generalized strata variables,
and denoted byS; T; : : : ;

If I
1

andI
2

are generalized strata objects, generalized strata
variables, or constructive interval terms, thenI

1


 I

2

is a
constructiveinterval term.

In the following, the concatenation operator is supposed
to be defined onD

3

, that is8e
1

; e

2

2 D

3

, e
1


 e

2

2 D

3

.
The structure of the resulting elemente = e

1


e

2

is defined
from the structure ofe

1

ande
2

as follows:
Let e

1

= (id

1

; v

1

) ande
2

= (id

2

; v

2

). Thene = (id; v), is
such that:

� id = f(id

1

; id

2

). Here we follow the idea of [12] that
the object id of the object generated frome

1

ande
2

should be a function ofid
1

andid
2

.

� attr(e) = attr(e

1

) [ attr(e

2

).

� 8A

i

2 attr(e), e:A
i

= e

1

:A

i

[ e

2

:A

i

.

Note thatI
1


I

1

� I

1

. This means that ifI is obtained from
the concatenation ofI

1

andI
2

, then the concatenation ofI
with I

1

or I
2

has as resultI . This leads to the termination of
the execution of constructive rules (see below the definition
of constructive rule).

Definition 5 (Predicate symbol) We define the following
predicate symbols:

� letR be the set of relations ofD �
2

� D

3

. EachP 2 R
with arityn is associated with a predicate symbolP of
arity n.

� a special unary predicate symbolAnyInterval. It can
be seen as the class of all generalized strata objects.

� a special unary predicate symbolAnyObject. It can
be seen as the class of all objects other than general-
ized strata objects.

Definition 6 (Atom) If P is ann-ary predicate symbol and
t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are terms, thenP(t
1

; : : : ; t

n

) is an atom.

Definition 7 (Rule) A rule in our language has the form:

r : H  L

1

; : : : ; L

n

; c

1

; : : : ; c

m

whereH is an atom,n;m � 0, L
1

; : : : ; L

n

are (positive)
literals, andc

1

; : : : ; c

m

are constraints.



Optionally, a rule can be named as above, using the
prefix "r : ", wherer is a constant symbol. We refer toA
as the head of the rule and refer toL

1

; : : : ; L

n

; c

1

; : : : ; c

m

as the body of the rule.

Definition 8 (Range-restricted Rule) A rule r is said to
be range-restricted if every variable in the rule occurs in
a body literal. Thus, every variable occurring in the head
occurs in a body literal.

Definition 9 (Program) A program is a collection of
range-restricted rules.

Definition 10 (Query) A query is of the form:

Q :?q(�s)

whereq is referred to as the query predicate, and�s is a tuple
of constants and variables.

4.2 Semantics

Our language has a declarative model-theoretic and a fix-
point semantics.

4.2.1 Model-theoretic Semantics

Recall thatV denotes a set of variables called object and
value variables, and~V denotes a set of variables called
generalized strata variables. LetV = V [

~

V .

Let var be a countable function that assigns to each
syntactical expression a subset ofV corresponding to the
set of variables occurring in the expression. IfE

1

; : : : ; E

n

are syntactical expressions, thenvar(E
1

; : : : ; E

n

) is an
abbreviation forvar(E

1

) [ : : : [ var(E

n

).

A ground atomA is an atom for whichvar(A) = ;. A
ground rule is a ruler for whichvar(r) = ;.

Definition 11 (interpretation) Given a programP , an in-
terpretationI ofP consists of:

� A domainD ;

� A mapping from each constant symbol inP to an ele-
ment of domainD ;

� A mapping from eachn-ary predicate symbol inP to
a relation inD n .

Definition 12 (Valuation) A valuation� is a total function
from V to the set of elementsD . This is extended to be
identity on D and then extended to map free tuples to

tuples in the natural fashion.� is extended to constraints
in a straightforward way. In addition, ifI

1

and I

2

are
generalized strata terms, then�(I

1


 I

2

) = �(I

1

)
 �(I

2

).

Definition 13 (Rule Satisfaction) Let r be a rule of the
form:

r : A L

1

; : : : ; L

n

; c

1

; : : : ; c

m

L

1

; : : : ; L

n

are (positive) atoms, andc
1

; : : : ; c

m

are con-
straints. LetI be an interpretation, and� be a valuation
that maps all variables ofr to elements ofD . The ruler is
said to be true (or satisfied) in interpretationI for valuation
� if �[A] is present inI whenever:

� Each�(c
i

), i 2 [1;m] is satisfiable, and

� each�[L
i

], i 2 [1; n] is present inI.

Definition 14 (Model of a Program) Consider a program
P . An interpretationI is said to be a model of a program
P if each of the rules ofP is satisfied, for every valuation�
that maps variables of the rule to elements ofD .

Definition 15 (Meaning of a Program) The meaning of a
program is given by its unique minimal model.

Theorem 1 LetP be a program andI be an interpretation.
If P admits a model includingI, thenP admits a minimal
model containingI.

4.2.2 Fix-point Semantics

The fix-point semantics is defined in terms of an immediate
consequence operator,T

P

, that maps interpretations to in-
terpretations. An interpretation of a program is any subset
of all ground atomic formulas built from predicate symbols
in the language and elements inD .

Each application of the operatorT
P

may create new
atoms which may contain new objects (because of the con-
structive rule). We show below thatT

P

is monotonic and
continuous. Hence, it has a least fix-point that can be com-
puted in a bottom-up iterative fashion.

Recall that the language of terms has three countable dis-
joint sets: a set of atomic values (D

1

), a set of entities (D
2

),
and a set of generalized strata (D

3

). A constant generalized
strata is an element ofD

3

. We defineD = D

1

[ D

2

[ D

3

.

Definition 16 (Extensions) Given a setD
3

of generalized
strata objects, the extension ofD

3

, written D ext
3

, is the set
of objects containing the following elements:

� each element inD
3

;

� for each pair of elements inD
3

, the element resulting
from their concatenation.



Definition 17 (Extended Active Domain) The active do-
main of an interpretationI, notedD

I

is the set of elements
appearing inI, that is, a subset ofD

1

[ D

2

[ D

3

. The ex-
tended active domain ofI, denotedD ext

I

, is the extension of
D

I

, that is, a subset ofD
1

[ D

2

[ D

ext

3

.

Lemma 1 If I
1

and I
2

are two interpretations such that
I

1

� I

2

, thenD ext
I

1

� D

ext

I

2

.

Definition 18 (Immediate consequence Operator)LetP
be a program andI an interpretation. A ground atomA is
an immediate consequence forI andP if eitherA 2 I, or
there exists a ruler : H  L

1

; : : : ; L

n

; c

1

; : : : ; c

m

in P ,
and there exists a valuation�, based onD ext

I

, such that:

� A = �(H), and

� 8i 2 [1; n], �(L
i

) 2 I, and

� 8i 2 [1;m], �(c
i

) is satisfiable.

Definition 19 (T-Operator) The operatorT
P

associated
with programP maps interpretations to interpretations.
If I is an interpretation, thenT

P

(I) is the following
interpretation:

T

P

(I) = fA j A is an immediate consequence for
I and Pg

Lemma 2 (Monotonicity) The operatorT
P

is monotonic;
i.e., If I

1

andI
2

are two interpretations such thatI
1

� I

2

,
thenT

P

(I

1

) � T

P

(I

2

)

Theorem 2 (Continuity) The operatorT
P

is continuous,
that is, ifI

1

, I
2

, I
3

, : : : are interpretations such thatI
1

�

I

2

� I

3

: : : (possibly infinite sequence), thenT
P

(

S

i

I

i

) �

S

i

T

P

(I

i

).

Lemma 3 I is a model ofP iff T
P

(I) � I.

Lemma 4 Each fix-point ofT
P

is a model forP .

Theorem 3 Let P be a program andI an input such that
the minimal model forP exists, then the minimal model and
the least fix-point coincide.

For Datalog with set order constraints, queries are shown
to be evaluable bottom-up in closed form and to have
DEXPTIME-complete data complexity [19]. For a rule lan-
guage with arithmetic order constraints, the answer to a
query can be computed in PTIME data complexity [20]. In
the case of our language, in the presence of a constructive
term combined with the use of two classes of constraints:
(1) a restricted form of set constraints and (2) dense linear
order inequality constraints, the computational complexity
need to be considered in depth. This will be part of future
work.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

There is a growing interest in video databases. We
believe that theoretical settings will help understanding
related modeling and querying problems. This will lead to
the development of intelligent systems for managing and
exploiting video information.

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of develop-
ing a video data model and a formal, rule-based, constraint
query language that allow the definition and the retrieval by
content of video data. The primary motivation of this work
was that objects and time intervals are relevant in video
modeling and the absence of suitable supports for these
structures in traditional data models and query languages
represents a serious obstacle.

This paper makes the following contributions. (1) We
have developed a simple and useful video data model
that integrates relations, objects and constraints. Objects
allow to maintain an object-centered view inherent to video
content. Attributes and relations allow to capture relation-
ships between objects. It simplifies the indexing of video
sequences. (2) We have developed a declarative, rule-based,
constraint query language to reason about objects and facts,
and to build new sequences from others. This functionality
is very useful in virtual editing which is recognized to be
important in video exploitation. The language provides
a much more declarative and natural way to express queries.

There is an interesting problem we intend to pursue. It
consists in studying the problem of sequence presentation.
Most existing research systems use template-based ap-
proach [3] to provide the automatic sequencing capability.
In this approach, a set of sequencing templates is predefined
to confine the user’s exploration to a certain sequencing or-
der. The problem is that this approach is domain-dependent
and relies on the availability of a suitable template for
a particular query. We believe that a framework based
on declarative graphical languages [18] will offer more
possibilities and flexibility in sequence presentation. We
are investigating this important research direction.
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